The new version 5 headphone menu:

These new version 5 settings are active even if you do not have a new X35 coil. A great option for DEUS owners who just use the headphones!

FREE UPDATE AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE:
www.xpmetaldetectors.com
DETECTORS > DEUS > DEUS UPDATE

The new update allows you to accept and use the X35 coils and all their features without the need to buy a completely new detector! Also the version 5 update includes some new features to the WS4 and WS5 wireless headphones, now they have become even more versatile!

X35 Coil main CHARACTERISTICS:

- Designed around brand new electronic advances, these new high performance and versatile coils will allow you to choose from a wide range of frequencies ranging from 3.7kHz to 27.7kHz. In total there are 35 available frequencies, based around 5 main frequencies that are quickly accessible.

- A new Boost mode is now an option on frequencies 3.7kHz to 4.4 kHz and can significantly increase detection depth on highly conductive targets, such as large masses and large Silver coins. For added performance on such targets we recommend the larger coils such as the 34x28 cm (13'' x11'') or the 28cm (11'') round coil.

- These new coils will be supplied as standard with the DEUS and have a 5 year warranty.

Specifications can be changed without notification.